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How does the How does the ““weightweight”” of REO of REO 

applications compare to their applications compare to their ““valuevalue””??



What is the big deal about the What is the big deal about the ““heavyheavy””

rare earths rare earths vsvs the the ““lightlight”” rare earthsrare earths





Heavies

The The ““heaviesheavies”” add subtle functionality in add subtle functionality in 

tiny increments to phosphors and magnets.tiny increments to phosphors and magnets.







ChinaChina’’s goal is to dominate not just upstream REO s goal is to dominate not just upstream REO 

production but also the production of downstream production but also the production of downstream 

goods which require goods which require REOsREOs as inputs.as inputs.



“Eyes in the Sky”

“32 million surplus males”

Petro-Dollar Recycling?



Source: New Scientist Feb 25, 2009

Transforming the Energy Foundation of the WorldTransforming the Energy Foundation of the World



And what happens to the worldAnd what happens to the world’’s rare earth s rare earth 

supply if China does indeed crash and burn?supply if China does indeed crash and burn?

James James ChanosChanos: China is in a Bubble: China is in a Bubble



How did China come to dominate REO supply?How did China come to dominate REO supply?



LightsLights HeaviesHeavies

Bayan Obo



Recent estimates have reduced ChinaRecent estimates have reduced China’’s HREO s HREO 

resource life from 20resource life from 20--30 years down to 1530 years down to 15--20 years.20 years.

Once this 15Once this 15--20 m thick 20 m thick ““skinskin”” of heavy rare earth of heavy rare earth 

bearing clays is gone there is nothing to be found by bearing clays is gone there is nothing to be found by 

drilling into the third dimension!drilling into the third dimension!

Why has China become anxious about its Why has China become anxious about its 

heavy rare earth supply?heavy rare earth supply?

Export Restrictions & Sector Consolidation: Can China Export Restrictions & Sector Consolidation: Can China 

be blamed?be blamed?

R&D into the properties of the heavy rare earth R&D into the properties of the heavy rare earth 

elements are creating the possibility of new elements are creating the possibility of new 

applications that can become major demand drivers applications that can become major demand drivers ––

ieie ““smart dustsmart dust”” and the brave new world of sensors. and the brave new world of sensors. 



Is China subsidizing the cost structure of mining its Is China subsidizing the cost structure of mining its 

rare earth deposits and downstream processing by rare earth deposits and downstream processing by 

tolerating inefficient processing methods, inadequate tolerating inefficient processing methods, inadequate 

emission controls, and weak health and safety emission controls, and weak health and safety 

standards?standards?

Can we expect prices to double or triple if the Can we expect prices to double or triple if the 

““subsidysubsidy”” is removed & smuggling shut down?is removed & smuggling shut down?

Is the west Is the west 

depending too depending too 

much on much on 

smuggled HREO?smuggled HREO?



� Molybdenum is an incremental but 
critical input for infrastructure steel

� Annual moly market was $2 billion in 
2003 when China decided to clean up 
its inefficient and polluting small scale 
mining operations.

� Spot price “spike” from $3/lb to $30 /lb 
lasted nearly 4 years, boosting annual 
production value to $10-$15 billion 
without any impact on demand

� China now a net importer of moly









Source: Mineral Resource Research Group

ItIt’’s not the rare earth demand growth in the next 5 years s not the rare earth demand growth in the next 5 years 

that is the critical issue today, but the demand growth 5 that is the critical issue today, but the demand growth 5 

years and beyond when clean tech really scales up.years and beyond when clean tech really scales up.



What is a Wild Demand Dynamic?What is a Wild Demand Dynamic?

� Elements with complex properties, such as the rare earth metals, have open 
ended technology development potential

� The R&D push for ever greater miniaturization and efficiency enhancement 
drives the discovery of new or expanded functionality that increases the utility 
per volume unit of critical inputs

� This allows the price of the input to increase, which in turn boosts the 
economics of supplying those input

� Better economics results in greater supply of an otherwise scarce raw material

� The resulting security of supply encourages the commercialization of new 
applications, which boosts total demand that absorbs new supply coming on 
stream

� Rare earth metals typically occur as clusters skewed toward “light” or “heavy”
elements, some of which are scarcer than others and thus have fewer 
commercialized applications

� A surge in availability of these scarcer rare earth elements as a by-product 
encourages demand development for them



JevonsJevons’’ Paradox:Paradox:

Scarcity results in higher prices for 
raw material inputs, which should 
result in lower demand through 
substitution, but when substitution is 
not possible, a push for more efficient 
utilization of inputs is undertaken, 
which, if successful, will stimulate 
total demand growth, which in turn 
enables raw material supply 
expansion without glutting the market 
and triggering a price collapse.

Would a rare earth price shock reduce demand?Would a rare earth price shock reduce demand?

Rare Earth elements lend themselves well to R&D Rare Earth elements lend themselves well to R&D 

aimed at developing more efficient utilization.aimed at developing more efficient utilization.





Prices have spiked in recent monthsPrices have spiked in recent months







$60 billion TREO in 
the ground, $2 billion 

market cap



The solution to the rare earth security of supply The solution to the rare earth security of supply 

problem lies with the undeveloped  nonproblem lies with the undeveloped  non--Chinese Chinese 

deposits controlled by the juniors.deposits controlled by the juniors.

But this But this 

solution solution 

cannot be cannot be 

implemented implemented 

in the normal in the normal 

way.way.



10-20 yearsMining cash flowProduction9

1-3 yearsBuilding the mineConstruction8

1-3 yearsSecuring approval, negotiating offtake, 
making a production decision

Permitting, 
Marketing & 
Feasibility

7

1-2 yearsProduce a mineable reserve, establish a 
mining plan and associated costs

Prefeasibility6

1 yearEvaluating recoveries and optimal 
processing method

Bulk Sample & 
Metallurgy

5

1-2 yearsProducing a mineral resource estimate & 
scoping study

Infill Drilling4

1-2 yearsDefining the limits of a discovery -
tonnage & grade

Discovery 
Delineation

3

1-2 yearsFiltering for drill targetsTarget Generation & 
Drilling

2

1 yearConceptual, land acquisitionGrassroots1

Time 
Required

ObjectiveExploration Cycle 
Stage

Stage

How do we get to a mine?





Economic Economic vsvs Strategic LogicStrategic Logic
� Price discovery through futures commodity markets becomes chaotic

� Cost structure in so far that self-sufficiency within a closed system has not 
been achieved becomes unpredictable

� Economic analysis involving discounted value of future cash flows becomes 
pure guesswork

� Mine development focuses on large systems with sweet spots allowing for 
rapid capital cost payback

� The survivors will be those who have title to the means of production and 
security of supply with regard to the raw material inputs



� Global reserve base “sufficient to meet 
conceivable demand for centuries”
(USGS)

� China lacks chromite resource

� US has 54% import reliance, rest comes 
from recycling

� No substitute for chromium in stainless 
steel production

� South Africa wants to restrict chromite
ore export, dominant producer of ferro
chrome, energy problems



� TSXV listed resource exploration junior, 
244 M FD, closed at $0.89 on Jan 28, 2010

� Buyout value $217 million on closing, $368 
million at US $75/sh CLF today

� Owns 100% of Black Thor chromite
discovery and 40% of Big Daddy in 
northern Ontario

� 122 million tonne open-pittable footprint, 
grade range 27.8%, below South African 
standard of 40%+

� Estimated $1.5 billion capital cost

Cliffs Natural Resources IncCliffs Natural Resources Inc

FreewestFreewest Resources Canada IncResources Canada Inc

� NYSE listed producer of iron ore 
pellets and coking coal

� 2008 revenues of $3.6 billion

� Significant NA operations

� Supplies US steelmakers

� Market capitalization of $5 billion

� Bought Freewest’s chromite asset 
via takeover bid of 0.020106 CLF 
share for 1 FWR share



Critical & Strategic MetalsCritical & Strategic Metals
� State controlled capital investment: Chinese trend is for state controlled entities to make 

investments in raw material supply around the world which often go hand in hand with 
parallel infrastructure investments guided by long term security of supply rather than profit 
goals

� Free Market Crisis for Just in time Procurement: Free markets in which metals go to the 
highest bidder will become thinner and less reliable for just-in-time procurement strategies

� Mainstream Mining Sector’s aversion to uncertainty: Mainstream mining companies are 
unlikely to invest in primary specialty metal mines such as rare earth deposits, and will at 
most add circuits to recover them as by-product metals from existing base metal mines

� Long term Cost Volatility & Spot Price Opacity: Volatility in currency exchange rates and 
energy/chemical  costs rule out long term price based contracts while lack of transparency 
and poor price discovery mechanisms make spot market pricing unreliable

� A new upstream role for end-users: End users with large downstream markets at stake will 
need to make upstream equity and/or debt investments in resource juniors which raise risk 
capital to acquire and advance specialty metal deposits

� A new downstream role for producers: Rare earth producers not owned and operated by a 
consortium of downstream users will need to own downstream operations which add value 
to the mined raw materials

� Strategic Logic – measuring profit in terms of what security of supply for incremental 
upstream inputs implies for downstream products: profits will reside in the downstream 
products for which metals are a critical but incremental input, not in the margin between 
mining cost and market price



Thank YouThank You
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